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Cockpit Country karst hydrogeology is complex and unpredictable, with integrated surface and
underground components, and with distinct seasonal variations in volume and local direction
Overall, flow is towards the north, although there is local variability
Most Cockpit Country water ultimately emerges via terrestrial or marine springs
Exterior (allogenic1) water from the south passes under in relatively deep caves
Interior (autogenic2) water from within Cockpit Country follows a complex but integrated flowpath from the surface
via the near-surface soils, sediments and rocks (epikarst) to the underlying caves:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Rainfall is directed by vegetation and surface topography
“Rafting” of rain and moisture condensation via the leaves of the forest canopy results in up-to 14%
more water reaching cockpit bottomlands than the surrounding hillsides
Surface drainage enters near-vertical cracks and fissures on hillslopes
These increasingly focus towards cockpit bases – centripetal subsurface drainage
Under cockpit bases are near-vertical shafts, which direct water to underlying caves

All this is influenced by surface deposits – soil, regolith, bauxite
These deposits attenuate/moderate water inputs, retaining moisture for vegetation and reducing variability in inputs
and outputs from the underground hydrological system
This hydrological system is complex and dynamic
Interference will lead to unpredictable, but possibly undesirable outcomes:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Mining and quarrying cause hydrologic changes in karst
Clearance of natural vegetation decreases spring flow
Surface modification (excavation/mining/levelling) will impact the water input
dynamics in the
critical near-surface/epikarst zone
Bauxite mining will increase volatility in the hydrologic system, with greater risks of both short-term
high intensity events (floods) and long-term shortages (droughts). These will be compounded by
predicted Climate Change

Cockpit Country Geomorphology, Hydrology & Mining: One Example from Trelawny
The Martha Brae River is 32.5 km long and is the only significant river in Trelwany Parish. It is a popular day trip
attraction for airline and cruise ship tourists. Any bauxite mining in the northern Cockpit Country will likely destroy
the normal flow of water in the Martha Brae River. The headwaters of the Martha Brae River originate from two
main tributaries the first near Windsor and the second near Dromilly.
The Windsor Rises (locally known as Riverhead) are a series of springs emanating from sinkholes in a pocket valley
south of the Great House. Springs in this valley (Figure 1) form multiple small surface streams that converge to
form a single large channel. In addition, there are at least two springs that emerge from the Windsor Great cave
1
2

Geology (of a mineral, sediment, or water): transported to its present position from elsewhere
Geology (of a mineral, sediment, or water): determined by or developed under strictly local conditions

and those streams converge with the Windsor Rises channel just south of the Kaiser Bridge. If this valley is mined
for bauxite it will destroy the surface and subsurface hydrology of the Martha Brae River headwaters. Surface
hydrology is destroyed by removing the sediments and subsurface hydrology is destroyed by the mitigation process
which clogs the springs with crushed gravel. The long term importance of the Martha Brae’s fresh water resource
would outweigh any short term Bauxite mining revenues.

Figure 1. Freshwater springs that create the headwaters of the Martha Brae River. Bauxite mining would destroy these springs.
FURTHER READING
Windsor Research Centre highlights a few references which outline the dynamic processes between climate and karst geomorphology,
the routeways by which water is transported through Cockpit Country, and the relevance this has not only for biodiversity but also for
ecosystem services valued by humans.
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Please contact Dr. Susan Koenig, Windsor Research Centre windsor@cwjamaica.com if you have any questions.

